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CASE OF TUBERCLES IN THE BRAIN:
WITH REXARKS PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ON TEE

FUNCTIONS OF THE NERVOUS CENTRES INVOLVED
IN THE DISEASE.

BY ROBERT DUNN, F.RC.SEng.

IxPRSD with the conviction that every contribution to
the pathology of the nervou system is important, I need
offer no apology for placing upon record, in the pages of
the AssoCIATION JOURNAL, the following detail of a case of
Tubercles in the Brain which has lately come under my
observation.
We are all under great obligations to my friend, Mr. H.

Ancell, for hi8 able and profound exposition of the subject
of Tberculosis; yet, it must be acknowledged, there is
still much truth in the remark of M. Lugol, "that the
diagnosis of cerebral tubercle is involved in the greatest
obscurity". I hope, therefore, that others will follow my
example, and place upon record such instances of the
disease as may come under their notice; so that the ob-
scurity, if possible, may be lessened, if it cannot be entirely
removed. It has not unfrequently happened, as in the
present instance, that cerebral tubercles have been met
with in post mortem inspections, in cases in which their
existence during life had not been suspected. They have
very rarely been found in adult life; and Abercrombie, in
his work on Dieam of the Brain, gives but a single in-
stance as having come under his own personal observation.
In early life their occurrence is more frequent: and Dr.
Hennis Green, in an admirable paper on the subject in
vol. xxv of the Medico-Chirurygical Transactions, remarks:
" I have observed 1 case to every 51 in 1324 caes of acute
dise in children. When we bear in remembrance that
the disae generally proves fatal in early life, by exciting
sub-acute inflammation of the brain, ending in serous effu-
sion, and how prone young children are during dentition to
haTe such attacks of sub-acute inflammation set up, we
may cease to wonder at the rarity of the occurrence of
cerebral tuberle in adult life. The local of the tubercular
deposit, both physiologically and psychologically, invests
such cases with varying degrees of significance and interest."
Of this the present case presents an apt illustration, and
especially if contrasted with another, which I brought
under the notice of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical
Society some years ago, and which is published in voL xxv
of the Society's Traneactions."*
Where the opportunity has been afforded of carefully

watching a patient during life, and of noting minutely all
the changes in the symptom's, the case becomes invested
with an inteest, which nothing short of a knowledge of
the pathological conditions can fully satisfy; but how often
in private practice we have to forego this satisfaction, the
experience of every one can abundantly testify. It was
only a few months ago, that I attended a young lady, of
delicate constitution, who had suffered from repeated rheu-
matic attacks, and who had in consequence disease of the
mitral alve from endo-carditis. 'Under a severe attack of
bronchitis, caught through an accidental exposure, she
became suddenly hemiplegic and speechless; she soon
recovered consciousness and sensibility, so that she per-
fectlyr understood whatever was said to her, and noticed all
that was doing about her; but she was left hemiplegic,
and without the power of utterance. A few days after-
wards, and at the time quite unexpectedly and suddenly,
she expired. No examination was permitted. But how inte-
resting and instructive it would have been to have seen the
actual condition of the cerebral arteries,-the locale of the
vupture, and the extent of the extravasation,-the state of
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and rerche of Dr. l a in ra, to the site of
the organ of speech!

In private patice, we have neithr the appliancs nor
opportunities for pathological estigation, which fIe
phyacians and surgeons of our public ititutios can -

mand and do enjoy; but still it isgrtify ,and it ought
to be encourang, to reflect, what maybe done, and what
an Abercrombie actually did accomplish, single handed, in
the walks of private practice. The pages of our weely
JOURNAL ae open to alI of u; andwhee there are som y
labourers -in the field much may be effected Though idi-
vidually the hope may be a slender one of adding any new
facts to the records of experience, or for the elucidation of
obscure disease: still, with such an example as that of
Abercrombie before us, we should feel stimulated to exer-
tion, and allow no opportunity to escae us of bringing Ike
facts observed by others to the test of our o perl
observation, and of collecting evidence on poits which ae
still shrouded in obscurity, or about whic there exists a
diversity of opinion amongst us

CAss. HNsory. The subject of the present coiumnication
was born on March 18, 1852, and died when she was two years
and two months old, on the 21st of May last. From the
hour of her birth she was from time to time under myi
observation. When only five weeks old she had an attack
of convulsions, and lay for three days in a state of stupor.
After this she got on remarkably well until the period of
dentition. At nine months she could walk alone, and was
altogether a forward, intelligent child, of keen sensibility,
and with quick perceptive faculties. But she manifested
one peculiarity of disposition with which her parents, Wiu0
are sensible and intelligent people, were much struc, and
that was her extreme excitability. They have other chil-
dren, and the contrast in this respect between them and
her became a matter of daily observation. Passing inci-
dents and events, scarcely noticed by them, would throw
her into the excesses of joyous emotion, or bring tears of
distress into her eyes, so great was her suceptibility to
emotion and excitement. She suffered much during the
teething period. The teeth were cut irregularly, and more
than once she was quite taken off her feet, and manifested
great weakness about the loins. At the time of her death
she had not got the usual complement of teeth for her age:
she was fourteen months old before she had a tooth, when,
after the free use of the gum lanect, the two upper, as well
as the lower incisors came through at the same time. Aer
this, and in consequence of the weak and delicate state of
her general health, she was removed into the country, whe
she remained until the close of the year. In the interval,
though she experienced two or three drawbacks from denti-
tion, her health improved, and she returned to town well
and vigorous. I was surprised to see how much she had
unproved.

In February last, while cutting the ye teh, to use her
mother's words, there was first noticed an imperfectp -

lysis of the right arm, and about a month afterards8 the
right leg was observed to be in a similar condition. There
was no Loss of sensibility in either, but at first rather an
increse of feeling, for she could not bear them to be
sharply rubbed. 1er mother thus described to me the
nature of the first attack. She observed a kind of tremuous
agitation of the arm and hand, not amounting to convulsive
twitchings, but to such a degree that she could not, for the
moment, hold anything steadily in her hand. This, how-
ever, was not persistent: at first it was only now and then,
and at other times the hand was steady. Upon close in-
quiry since her death, I found her mother had more than
once obseved a kind ofconvulsive erking of the leg alo,
but in so slight a degree that she d not mentioned the
circumstance to me. Now this conulsuive jerking is worthy
of note; and, so far as my own obsrations have etded,
it is an important symptom in the diaos of ce
tubecle.

In a forer isae, to wi;h I hav ilied, who~
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eiswkrE epoe~ on he rk of th. braie, it VWa

Whin I - t liAe piatn Muc, then Wu an
i efect paralyss on the right side both of the am aad
1.but AMil theyesaedt the madtsOf the will.

Cou move br am about, ad could grasp anything
kmly eaougk ia her igh bd, when W eyes and atten-
stim were direedto it; ba if they were diverted to some-
t1iflLdlsef and the oitiol po wer ithdrawn, she would

object ich s bad been holding fall from her
lods, ad without being conscious of the faet. She did
zot appear to safer from any acute pain in the head, but

unly pained of a dull pain, and sense of un-
eamne. behind the loft ear, and often placed her hand
Abm.. The hmiplegic we s gradually increased, but
spcially in the leg, and to such an extent that she could

zot walk alone; but if supported at the waist, the leg was
Aill in a degree obedient to the volitional power, though
at last its failure gave quite a tottering character to her
gait, even when thus supported
From the time of the first indications of the paralysis in

the arm, she had very restless nights, frequently awaking
or starting up in her sleep. Her mother never got a quiet
nht; she always awoke in trouble and distress; she was
not an obstinate or self-willed child, but affectionate in the
extreme and readily soothed by her parents. When any
disagreement had risen between them, or with any otier
member of the family, she was in great distress of mind
until a reconciliation of the most affectionate kind was
effected. As her weakness inereasd, she underwent a
change of disposition, and became greatly depressed. She
was, at times, subject to great uncomfortablenes and de-
preson of mind; but her emotional excitability was gone,
-she was, on the contrary, lethargic; and when excited to
l]ughter, there was a peculiarity about the expression, a
something n the laugh, which at once arrested the atten-
tion of her parent and all who saw and heard her. She
could hot laugh out like the other children; and her
mothr descibed it, as if it were somethg of the character
of an hysterical or rather idiotic laugh.
On the 18th of May I was hastily called upon to see

her. She had been suddenly seized with saicknes of so-
mach, and I found her in a state of great prostration, and
labouring under symptoms which unequivocally pointed to
the brain as their seat. The sickness subsided; but stupor
supervened, and early in the morning of the 21st she was
ezed with convulsions, which continued with slight in-
termiions for ten hours, when she expired. The convulsive
motions were at first confined to the right side, but beore
she died the whole body was involved in the convulsive
aiton.

Autlapj. A poat mortem examination was readily per-
3nitted. I expected to find serous effusion, and some chronic
organic disease in the cerebellum or left corpus striatum, or
in both. On removing the calvarium, the vessels on the
superficies of the brain were found to be filled with dark
blood, and there was considerable serous effusion in the

The subject was a little boy, two years old-a fine iritelligent child. He
ad awoke as usual, between six nid seven o'clock in the morninjg, and his

mothcr was alarmed by observing his left hand begin suddenly to twitch and
jerk convulsively. After about twenty minutes this subsided, and for the
remainder of the day the child was well and in good sirits. The followingmorning the jerking retumed, aind exteiided to the etbow, but subsided in
haif an hour. On the third day, from the first occurrence of the convulsive
action, I noticed an Imperfect paysis of the band aDd arm. On the fourtl
day, the coivulsive jerkings were not confined to the arm, but involved the
whole of the left side and lower extremity, with twitchings of the eye and
angle of the mouth. These fits increased in violence. Towards their tes.
mination (and they lased about two bours), the child cried and screamed
violently; but throughout their continuauce, he was sousible, and could at
times be soothed by kind attentions from his parents. The fits were followed
by profound sleep for several hours, and the side was left partially paralysed.The paralysis was not persistent. A few days previous to his death, the
right side was affected also. In this case, I had the advantage of consulta.
tion with my ftiend Dr. Todd, wbo onourred in the opinion which I had
formed, tha th child was suffering from superficial inflammation of the
brain; and futher offered it as his conviction, thAt the exciting cause was
the presnce of tuberele-an opinion which the post mortem examination
hllj verified; for we found at the autopsy, that a considerable deposit of

ercle had takes place in the pie matr of the convolutions of the rigbhtls 7here, andl1hat around It there was an extonsive Inflamory sofae-

vmtxides, wi at the ba ef the skull. On sliing doom
thekad expe g the ters m
attention 'Ws in s d ated by the lrge se of the
thalmus optio.n left side: it was more than twie
its nomal size, and the contrast was most sriking between
it and the adjacnt copusatum, and with its fellow on
the opposite aide; but is cont was only in red of
nitude, for the colour and external aspect were naural.

It evidently encroahed upon the corpus striatum and au
cerebri by its magnitude. A vertical section through iM
substance showed that its size was owing to the presence of
a tumour in its interior, of a yellowish grey colour, and of a
cheesy consistency, and a portion of which, when submitted
to microscopic examination by my friend Dr. Lionel 8.
Beale, professor of physiology at King's College, was found
"to consist almost entirely", to use his own words, "of
cels, resembling those met with in tubercular deposits in
the lungs, with a small quantity of fibrous connective
tissue". He kindly favoured me with a drawing, repre-
senting the appeaance of these cells under a quarter-inch
achromatic, and also when treated with acetic acidL On
making an incision through the lateral lobe of the cee-
bellum on the left side, with a view to expose the arbor
vitm, I found I had cut through a similar tubercular de-
posit, a little to the outer side of the median line, but
which differed from that in the thalamus, in being in a state
of softened degeneration. The viscera of the other cavities
of the body were not examined, though if they had been,
there is little reason to doubt but that tubercular deposits
would have been met with. Behind the left ear an enlarged
gland, about the size of a large pea, had long existed, and
its contents were of a cheesy consistence.
RzE&aKs. The case presents points of interest, both in

their physiological and psychological bearing, in reference to
the functions of the cerebellum, corpus striatum, and thala-
mus opticus, the nervous centres involved in the disease.

I would first advert to the cerebellum. The tuber-
cular deposit, in its left lateral lobe, and the state
of softened degeneration in which it was found, will satis-
factorily account for the paralysis of the right leg and the
tottering gait which the child had latterly exhibited in her
attempts to walk; but then it may reasonably be asked, Will
this degeneration of the cerebellum explain the condition
of the upper extremity, and the absence of the muscular
sense in the hand, which was noticed when the attention of
the child was withdrawn from the object which she held in
her grasp? I could adduce other instances, were it neces-
sary, which have come under my observation in support of
the position that the lateral lobes of the cerebellum are
subservient to the maintenance of the equilibrium of the
body, to combined muscular action, and to the co-ordination
of the voluntary movements; but I need only refer to my
" Case of Apoplexy of the Cerebellum" in vol. xxxii of the
Iedico-Ohir. Trsactions. As to the state of abey-
ance of the muscular sense in the hand, if the corpus den-
tatum, as Dr. Carpenter has suggested, be the seat of that
sense, then the degeneration in the lateral hemisphere of
the cerebellum may be fairly adduced in explanation as its
cause; but, as there was no marke 'oss of cutaneous sensi-
bility in the arm or leg, this state of degeneration is op-
posed to the hypothesis of miy frielid Dr. Noble, that the
lateral lobes of the cerebellum are the seat of common
sensation. As to the hemiplegic condition, we know that
deep seated disease of the cerebellum or its crura will pro-
duce hemiplegia, and be attended with the same symptoms
and phenomena as lesion of one side of the pons Varolii,
and in consequence, it is argued, of the continuous con-
nexion which exists between the lateral lobes of the cere-
bellum and the fibres of the pyramids in the pons Yarolii.
But still, in the present instance, I am inclined to the
opinion that the paralysing influence upon the upper ex-
tremity was more probably due to the pressure of the
enlarged thalamus upon the corpus striatum and crus
cerebri than to the tubercular deposit in the cerebellum,
though, after the remark of Dr. Todd, that "the pressure
from a clot in one hemisphere of the brain, by encroaching
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tance othe ndinL oebla hemispheri",* it
May be difficult to dee to the pralysing influenc
vs rally due-the tubercular depoit in the cerebllum,
or the ressure occasioned by the e of the ta I
aninlined to ascribe it to the latter; for it must be
remembered that the arm and hand were affected for at least
a month Wore the leg gave any indication of being in a
similar condition. The pralysis was imperfect; its inva-
ion was insidiousand gradual, and just of such a character
s might be expected to result from the increasing pressure

of the enlaging thalamus upon the corpus striatum and
cu cerebri a motor centrs. It is notorious that lesions
of the thalami optici, as well as of the corpora striata, will
produce hemiplegia: and this leads me, in the second place,
to advert to the functions of these encephalic ganglia, and
to the intimate relationship subsisting between them.
As Dr. Todd has justly observed, " It is remarkable that
lesiou of the optic thalamus should produce nearly or pre-
cisely the same effects as lesion of the corpus striatum.
This is probably explained by the intimate union of the
two bodies, so that neither can be affected without the
other participating in the morbid influence; but if the
tlamus opticus be the part diseased, the corpus striatum
will suffer more in consequence than the optic thalamus
would if the corpus striatum were the seat of the lesion,
because of the great size and extensive connexions of the
optic thalamus, and the smaller size and more limited con-
nexions of the corpus striatum."f
Now, I hold it to be indisputably established, and my

own pathological researches have confirmed me in the opi-
nion, that the coa trita are the wtor gangui of the
encephalon. Implanted upon the motor tracts of the crura
cerebr and medulla oblongata, in them the motorfibre ter-
minate; and they thus, with the vesicular matter of the
locus niger, and the anterior segmental ganglia of the spinal
cord, constitute the motor axis of the nervous system, and
the source of all the movements of the body, whether
reflex, emotional, or voluntary. The corpora striata are
not the seat of volition itwe(, for that is an attribute of the
intellect, but the encephalic motor centres, through which
the mandates of the will and volitional power of the hemi-
spheres are propagated-the connecting links of thought
wiih action. Their commissural connexions with the cere-
brum are so intimate and so extensive that theyare evidently
placed in subserviency at every point, through the agency
of innumerable radiating commissural fibres, to the voli-
tional power of the hemispheres, in every voluntary act and
effort. And thus we find, in hemiplegic patients, that the
imperfect power of utterance which we so constantly meet
with is due to some structural lesion in these commissal
fibres, or in the motor centres-the corpora striata-through
which the volitional impulses operate in speech. In the
present instance, the corpus striatum was not diseased;
but both it and the crus cerebri were subjected to an
undue pressure, from the magnitude of the enlarged tha-
lamus, and to such a degree, in my opinion, as not only to
induce a paralysing influence upon the upper extremity,
but to occasion the striking peculiarity of the child's
laugh.

Laughter, as a simply consensuous act, we see daily illus-
trated in the smile that mantles on the infant's counte-
nace from the effects of flatus, or some internal excitation;
and in the boisterous burst, with its uncontrollable motorial
accompaniment, which follows titillation of the surface:
but in these, and for the free and full outward expression of
the joyous emotional act-" laughter holding both her
sides "-the perfect integrity of the motor centres and their
channels is required.

This child had a constrained lau h-not the hearty laugh
of other children. Still the channels were free for the trans-
mission of the volitional power; for, by an effort of the will,

; Dr. Toddts Cilical L%ctumo on Parlyl otthoe Brlan, et¢, p. 91.

the cild oould firmly grap an objee in kw heA;-b
on withdrawng r tio o the objo, db
then as the mu sulors W in abqae
let it fall.
But theco Ira strit anotnole themotor e "

of volition. From their clo c s rith
the thalami optici, they are also and equay the cmtnu
and chanels of respondent sensori-notor actions, and o
consensual, instinctive, and emotional movemts Dr.
Todd and Mr. Bowman have shown that thes exist be-
tween the corpora striata and thalami optici a relationau -

logous to, and as close as that which subsist between t
anterior and posterior peak" of grey matter in the cord;
nd, asin the case of the spinal cord, the anterior paks

or segmentl ganglia ssue motor impulses rpondence
to sensations excited through the posterior peakes, so, i
the case of the encephalon, the corpora striata propat
motor impulses in respondence to excited intl fi
and emotions, of which the thaami ae the seat, and
quite midependently of thought or volition.
The condition of the loft thalamus opti adds to the

intest of the case. It was more th twic size of its
fellow, in consequence of the deposit of tubercular matter
into its interior. Now what are the offices of the tIhaLmi
optici? They are the essential ganglia of the sensory
tracts, as the corpora striata are of the motor: and, as the
peripheral extremities of all the afferent spinal neves,
diffiused and ramifying upon the entire superficies of the
body, administer to the sense of touch; and6, as the im-
pressions are transmitted from the posterior segmental
aglia of the cord, upwards along the sensory tracts, the
inferenceis certabily lette, if not inevitable, that gU

thalami are the enwephaliccers oftacile and commonesoM-
tion. My friend Dr. Noble hssuggested a different alloca-
tion in the lateral lobes of the cerebellum; but theprt
case does not support his view, and the instance of the little
lancelott (the ampyios) is fatal to this hypothesis; for
we cannot deny to the little creature the posssion of
tactile and common sensation, and yet, in its case, we know
that the creelum is wanting.
The thalami optici, however, are not the mere centres of

tactile sensation. They are the common foci of the sesry
nerves. Implanted upon the sensory trc of the crur
cerebri and medulla oblongata, in theM the enory fibrs
terminate; and they are in direct fibrous commissural con-
nexion with the respiratory, gustatory, and auditory gan-
glia, and with the optic nerves, by a direct passage of a
portion of their roots, and with the peduncles of the olfac-
tory nevew, through the medium of the fornix: and thus
we see that a connecting nervous thread ramifies through-
out the entire circle of special sensation, and tat the
thalami optici form a common centre or point of union
for the sensory nerves.

I cordially agree with Dr. Noble that the thalami optici
have a higher, a more exalted and extended sphere of
action, than that of being the mere centres of tactile sen-
tion. We have seen that they ae a common foci and point
of union to the nerves of special sense; and, as the corpors
quadrigemina are manifestly not simply the ganglia of
vision, but are evidently the seat of those objective emo-
tional felings and motor impulses which are roused into
activity through the instrumentality of sight, so do I be-
lieve, with Dr. Carpenter, that the thalami optici are the
seat of our inner sibility, and of feelings and motor in-
pulses associated with the emotionstates. Lying within
the bend of the corora strata, the thal, like thes
bodies, are in most itte relation with the cerebrum,
through the instrumentality of innumerable fan-like com-
missural fibres-Beil's nerves of the internal senses-do
connecting linis of olt tfeeing. Aong these chan-
nels from the thalami, according to Dr. Crpenter's able ex-
poition, semory mpresions are transmitted upwards to
the cerebrum, to be idealised and registered; and frIm

thence thoughts and idio-emotional workings pas down-
wards to them, there to receive their v g shes and
hues of feeling; for t t bears to f the cer
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totkethalamihe sme r whih the physical im-
PRssons upon the orgas of the external sens bear to the
speial endowments ottheir sesory ganglia in the encepha-
ion: foristance,asin the sense of vision,the retina of the eye
to. the corpor quadrigemina. The nervous force is a polar
force; and the sensory ganglia, placed midway between the
poles, may be played upon from either end; from below or
firom above; uppwards, from the outer world, by the appro-
priate physical stimulus upon the nervous vesicular expan-
sion of each of the external organs of the senses; down-
wards, from the inner or psychical world, by the flow of our
thoughts, and the workings of the idi-dynamical, emo-
tional, and moral agencies in the cerebral organs. And
thus it is that we see idealised impressions reflected down-
wards from the cerebrum upon the sensory apparatus or
ganglia, produce precisely the same effects at the extremi-
ties, as that which is occasioned by physical impulses there;
the mere idea, the recollection of the idealised impression
of a pleasant taste, making the mouth to water; and the
idea of something disgusting producing sickness and ex-
citing vomiting.

But, to return to our case. What were the psychological
phenomena observed in the child? Certainly among the
rt was her extreme susceptibility to emotional excite-

ment; and I think it may be fairly inferred that the
primary disposition of the tubercular matter would exert
an exciting if not an irritating influence upon the vesicular
substance of the thalmus, and its functional manifestations.
Eventually, no doubt, the effect would be different; and
ultimately its accumulation and subsequent degeneration
would necesarily lead to the total abolition of these func-
tions. As it was, a great change had been noticed in the
disposition of the child; the contrast was striking between
her early susceptibility to emotional excitement and the
lethargy and diminished sensibility which characterised
the latter weeks of her life. I regret that I did not test
the comparative sensibility of the arms and legs; and I
must candidly confess I had not observed any marked loss
of sensibility on the hemiplegic side. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the tubercular deposit in the thalmus
had not become softened: it was firm and consistent, occu-
pying solely the central part of the organ, and not extend-
ing downwards into the vesicular matter of the olivary
columns; so that the lower portion of this extended centre
of sensation was not affected by it, and hence its presence
may not have essentially interfered with the function of
tactile or common sensation. But, be this as it may, the
mass of softened degeneration which was found in the left
hemisphere of the cerebellum had destroyed the integrity
of its structure; and the persistence intact after this of
cutaneous sensibility is fatal, in my opinion, to the notion
that the lateral lobes of the cerebellum are the seat of com-
mon sensation, whilst it goes far in support of the position
that these lateral lobes, or, according to Dr. Carpenter, the
corpora dentata, are the seat of the muscular sense.

I cannot close this case without reiterating the conviction
which I have elsewhere expressed, that medical psychology
has been too much neglected. At the present time, however,
its importance is more justly appreciated; and of this the
valuable Lectures of Dr. Noble on the Correlatiors of Phy-
aiologyandP&ycAolwgqy,recentlypublished in theAssocIATION
JOURNAL, are an earnest. The establishment of the Psycholo-
g_ica Journd by Dr. F. Winslow has given a fresh impetus
to such inquiries. " The psychological phenomena or symp-
toms of disese present a wide and an interesting field for
observation and inquiry; and it is, I think, much to be re-
gretted that the subject has not more fully engaged the
attention of those distinguished men to whom we are so
much indebted for their valuable researches into the patho-
logy of the brain. As the seat of conscious existence, and
of feeling and emotion-of all our hopes and feas, our joys
and sorrows, and of the higher attributes of the intellect
and reason, the MIND, it is admitted, ought to be studied, in
conon with the materil conditions of the encephalon,
sine it is through the instrumentality of the encephalon as
its ra that its own operations and procese are mani-

fested throughout the totality of life in health and disease.
And hence the importance of medical psychology, of tracing
the relations and reciprocal actions of mental and bodily
phenomena, and the necessity of noting and studying
the psychological manifestations or symptoms as they be-
come developed, and especially in diseases of the brain and
nervous system."*

In the former case of cerebral tubercle, to which I have
already alluded, where the deposit was upon the superficies
of the hemispherical ganglia, the psychological phenomena
were very significant, and the only indication of the local
seat of the disease. For some time previous to his last ill-
ness, the parents had been forcibly struck with a change i
the disposition of the child, which they had observed for
some time to have been graduaUy taking place. From being
a happy, placid, and docile boy, ho had become more an
more petulant, self-willed, and obstinate; very determined
to have whatever he set his mind upon, and not to be driven
from his purpose; in a word, to use their own language, he
had become a most obstinate and self-willed boy.

So mnwrked, indeed, was the change of disposition, that it
had become a subject of serious consideration with them,
whether it was to be attributed to some latent disease under
which he might be labouring, or to mere infirmity of temper.
But as he continued to eat, drink, and sleep well, and did
not appear to be suffering from any bodily complaint, they
contented themselves with cndeavouring to correct, by moral
discipline and management, what they were inclined to con-
sider rather an infirmity of the mind than of the body.
Now, it is a fact worthy of observation, that on the post

morten examination of the brain, the tubercular deposit
was found to be situated on that part of each of the hemi-
spheres of the brain where Gall and Spurzheim have located
the organ of firmness; and, if we associate the change of
disposition which had taken place with the structural dis-
turbance induced by the tubercular deposit (and certainly
among the first of the morbid effects arising from the de-
posit, would be an irritating excitement on the grey sub-
stance which would lead to an abnormal development of its
functional power), the case may be fairly adduced in support
of the hypothesis of Gall and Spurzheim, and of the locality
which they have assigned as the site of the organ of firm-
ness, for obstinacy is its abuse.
The attempt to trace the connexion between structural

diseases of particular portions and organs of the encephalon,
and of deranged, impaired, or obliterated manifestations of
the mind, is clearly one which comes legitimatelv within
the province of the medical observer; and, however great
the difficulties by which the endeavour may be surrounded,
it is nevertheless one of great interest and vast importance.
In private practice, the opportunities for such inquiries are
necessarily limited, and no one can be more sensible than I
am, how prone we are, where the experience is contracted,
to attach undue importance to individual cases.

But, at the same time, if individual cases were faithfully
recorded, after having been carefully watched, and the post
mortem appearances noticed, a mass of valuable evidence
would soon be accumulated, and a more correct knowledge
of the functions and special cndowrTonts of the nervous
centres of the cncephalon obtained. It is, if I am not
greatly mistaken, to post mortem examinations of the brain,
and to pathological investigations, more than to any other
source, that we are to look, not for the discovery of normal
functions, but for evidence in support or refutation of
opinions and doctrines already advanped.
The illustrious Gall may be considered as the founder

of physiological psychology. One of the most remark-
able men of the age in which he lived, he was alike
distinguished for originality and independence of thought,
for his powers of observation, untiring industry, and
indomitable perseverance. To him and his able coad-
jutor, Dr. Spurzheim, medical science, as well as physi-
ology and psychology, is under great obligations. Since

* Cas of Hemiplegia, with Corebral Softening, and in which loss of speech
was a promineDt symptom. Read before the itoyai Med. Chir. Society, Jan.
25th, 16X): and pabli2hed in the Lancer , Oct. 20th, Nov.2wd, 180.
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thir time, ind , and both in tscow y and
groat advances have been made towards a more e know-
edg of the functions and special endowments of the nir-
"Us centres, so that the progrenss of phyijological discovery
may lead us to reject or modify many of their generalistions
and views. But all honour is due to Gall, for he was the
first to enunciate clearly the true relations between the
psychological nature of man and that of the lower animals;
and it is no detraction from his merit, to reconsider the sys-
tem of organology which he propounded, by the light which
subsequent physiological inquiry and discovery have thrown
upon the subject.
At present there are many labourers in the field, and

much has been accomplished. A second Newton may arise
among them to thread the labyrinth of metaphysical sub-
tlety, with the logical acumen of a Locke, to collect and
bind together the scattered and isolated links of the great
chain of physiological discovery; to point out the bearing
of the pathological facts of past experience; to interrogate
nature herself on the functional characters written upon the
nervous putp of the several ganglia, and to read her own
replies in the living experiments which she has presented to
us in the lower forms of animal existence; and us to place
the great doctrines of mind on the solid basis of a sound
physiologicaIpaychologyy
Among living physiologists, my friend Dr. Carpenter has

done more than any other man to specialse the functions
of the nervous centre of the encephalon; and through com-
parative anatomy, by analytical reasoning and strict induc-
tion, to advance our knowledge of the physiological psycho-
logy of man. To my mind he has fully established the
following important positions:

I. The independent character of the sensory ganglia, as
instruments of sensation, and of respondent consensual and
instinctive actions.

ir. The superadded character of the cerebrum, or great
hemispherical ganglia, as the phrenic ganglia of the brain,
the seat of our intellectual operations and reasoning pro-
cesses, where ideas arc formed, and where the will exerts its
power.

iii. The composite or mixed nature of the propensities,
emotions, and moral feelings, as compounded of ideas, and
of the sensorial feelings of pleasure and pain-the former,
their intellectual element, having their seat in the hemi-
spherical ganglia, and the latter, or sensational, in the sen-
sorium commune or sensory ganglia.

Now, the establishment of these positions, the independent
character of the sensory ganglia, and the restriction of the
functions of the cerebrum to intellectual operations, this
separation and localisation of the centres of sensation and
of intellectual action, of feelings and of thought, and the
development of the composite nature of the active powers of
the mind, the emotions, propensities, and pasBions, constitute
a real advance in psychological science.

That sagacious philosopher and profound logician, Mr.
John Mill, it is worthy of remark, from the contemplation
of the constitution of the human mind, apart from all
physiological considerations has, it would appear, been led
to the adoption of views in accordance with these positions.
The coincidence is not without significance and interest; but
it bas long been the settled conviction of my own mind,
tbat the metaphysician can make little progress inde-
pendently of the physiologist, and thAt it is to the medical
philosopher and physiologist that we are to look for the
most valuable contributions to the science of mind. To be
reminded of what they have done, we have only to recall the
names of Locke, Hartley, Brown, etc.
The expressive language of Dugald Stewart, in reference

to Locke, in his admirable dissertation on the progress of
philosophy, admits of general application.
"No science," says he, "could have been chosen more

happily calculated than medicine to prepar such a mind as
that of Locke for the prosecution of those speculations
which have immortalis his name; the complicated and
fugitive1 and ofe equivocal,phenonien of disease,requiig

in the olevr a fr gumw welsh d
¶r.ity the thos of PLYim souja. "

pram whi our pposm- y ,
the greatest authoity of his e, betow o edic.
skill of locke, f h igh estial
tion which his acquirements in the scic of mAcine, hi
penetrating judgment, as well as his many private virtuse,
had procured for him from all who knew him. In the dedi-
cation prefixed to Sydenham's Ob6watiom on the History
and Cure of Acute Dieaw, published in 1676, bh boast of
the approbation bestowed upon his method by Mr. John
Locke, who, to borrow Sydenham's own words "had ex-
anined it to the bottom; and who, if we oiderhis geniu
and penetrating and exact judgment, has scarce any supe.-
rior, and few equals now living."

" Nostri prmeterea quam huic mese methodo sufrantem
habeam, qui eam intimeus per omnia perspexert utrique
nostrum conjunctissimum domninum Joannem Locke; gu
quidem viro, sive ingenio judicioque acri et subcto, sive
etiam antiquis, hoc est, optimus moribus, vix supenrorem
quenquam, inter eos qui nunc sunt homines repertam in
conffdo, paucissimus certe pares."- Vide Lord King's Life
of Locke.

Dr. Noble's Elements of Psyc ical Medicine are a
valuable contribution to mental pathology. I have read
them with interest and pleasure, and I hope with advantage.
He has proved himself true to his convictions; and we must
all admire his renunciation of phrenological dogmata, when
convinced that they were untenable, though once held to
be true, and then so ably advocated by him in his work on
the Brain and it Phyioly.

In conclusion, however, I must give expression to my
conviction, that Mr. Morrell's Eemens of Psychology, so
far as the work is published, is one of the most valuable
contributions to the science of mind that we have in our
language. The author of The Hiioricel and Critical View
of the Specuktive Philosophy of Europe in the Nineteenti
Ce7dury is well read in the physiology of the nervous system.
He has availed himself of the disquisitions of his friend,
Dr. Carpenter, and taken a most important stepin the right
direction. I feel that I am not alone in looking forward
with interest, and some degree of impatience, for the con-
pletion of his work. I cannot too strongly recommend both
it and Dr. Carpenter's chapters on the Nervous System, in
the last edition of his great work on Humi'n Physiology,
to the study of my professional brethren.

31, Norfolk Street, July 27th, 1854.

FATAL AND OTHER CASES OF PUERPERAL
MANIA.

By I. U. WEST, Esq.
I THINK it is a duty we owe to the public, to lay before
what may be considered the grand inquest of the pro-
fession, the particulars of the more remarkable fatal cas
which occur in the course of our obstetric practice. I have
always felt a greater responsibility in obstetric than in
other diseases; and, although it may be foolish to my so, I
must confess that I have never lost a lying-in patient with-
out feeling deeply distressed. On this prnciple, and with
these feelings, I wish to place before the readers of this
JOURNtAL my imperfect notes of a fatal case of puerperal
mania which I have recently met with, together with some
particulars of other cases, with which it may be compared.

CASE L On the 5th of last month, I attended Mbr. G.,
the wife of a labourer, in her third confinement. The labour
was natural, quick and easy. The placeta came away
sluggishly about a quarter of an hour after the birth of
the child, some slight hornrhage hving first take plae
on the floor. She was delivered kneeling-a very favourita-
position with the lower class in this neighbourhood. As.
she flt faint, I had her laid on the bed without remov
her stays or any of her clothes. I watched her for nothr
quarter of an hour, and then went to a neighbouring br-
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